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Briefing Notice:

IMPORTANT NOTICE

This document (Brief) is being issued by Wilko Retail Limited (Wilko) in connection with the Wilko Retail Design New Designers Project (Award).

This Brief and any further information supporting the Brief is being made available for information only and on the express understanding that it shall be used  

by you for your submission to the Award only.

Providing a response to the Brief and entry for the Award is on the condition that:

• all information contained within the Brief and any work including any designs produced by you in response to the Brief are kept strictly confidential;

•all work submitted in response to the Brief must be your own work, and as such you will be required to acknowledge that you have not copied or  

reproduced the work of a third party; you are the sole legal and beneficial owner of your work and all Intellectual Property Rights within it and no other party  

holds any interest in your work; and

•in the event that your response to the Brief is successful you will be required to assign all Intellectual Property Rights including all moral rights in your  

design and any supporting documentation to Wilko.

If you are unable to comply with any of the above then you will be unable to submit an entry for the Award.



Design a collection of textiles, surface patterns for products or prints that  

capture a current trend and has been translated into a design with universal  

appeal. The collection should demonstrate a confident use of colour with a  

fresh handwriting style.

Brief
Textiles & Surface Pattern



Design Project Considerations

The product needs to be relevant to the Wilko’s customer

This means....

- You should be familiar with the Wilko range of products you would expect your product to sit alongside.

- Social/economic considerations - how does your design impact the life of the Wilko customer.

- Any suggested retail cost - benchmarked to the market (in particular our competitors).

- Your design should be cost relevant to the customer and market competitive - We are a value retailer.

- Customer appeal - why would a customer buy your design/product?

- How is it made? - The final design must be mass manufacturable.

- The design/concept should not infringe any existing products intellectual property.

- Using the right pattern for the correct product and placement.

- All sketches are useful - if you learnt from it we want to see it - not just the pretty ones!



Deliverables include:

- 1 x Digital presentation of research, rationale, design process.

- 1 or 2 Final proposal boards (digital).

- Final artwork(s) - Proposed range ideas using the final artwork

Content of presentations should include:

- Research of existing market and gap analysis.

- An understanding of identifying emerging trends and the ability to translate them to a relevant customer group.

- Confident use of colour and creating palettes.

- A broad use of mix media and mark making to create the designs. Shows an ability to work in different hand writing styles.

- Ideation and concepts.

- Shows consideration for how prints would be applied to product in terms of scale, palette and positioning.

- Demonstrate good understanding of putting artwork/patterns into workable repeats.

- Shows a passion towards commercial design and a confidence in talking about their work.

- Design presentation should demonstrate manufacturability and market positioning.

- Apply final artwork/pattern concepts onto product ranges i.e. bedding, lampshades, wallpaper etc.

- 1 or 2 final proposal boards and understanding of pattern usage.

Final Deliverables



What Wilko Can Offer You

Finalists:-

-There is an opportunity for selected projects to present  

virtually to a panel of judges.

-The winning design(s) that the team feel are most relevant  

to the Wilko customer, could be bought for £600.

- A 2 week virtual placement.

-The product(s) nominated to be bought could be  

developed further to be sold in Wilko stores.



All awards submissions must be emailed to 

NDAWARDS@UPPERSTREETEVENTS.CO.UK

Please make sure you carefully read our Terms and 

Conditions before submitting your work and only 

send one email per application. 

If your file size is too large to send via email you may 

use the file transferring site wetransfer.com

You must include the below information within the email in this format 

(whether sending via email or wetransfer.com) for your submission to be valid:

NAME

UNIVERSITY

COURSE

UNIQUE ID NUMBER (these have been sent to your course leader and are the way 

we will validate your entry)

AWARD ENTERED

TITLE OF PROJECT

**Please note NDAWARDS@UPPERSTREETEVENTS.CO.UK is an unmonitored inbox and 

we will not be responding to queries sent to this address. 



Thank you!



Rules for Entering

Presented by Upper Street Events, Organisers of New Designers

Rules and Terms of Entry into the Virtual Competition 2020

In addition to the specific requirements of each competition category, the following rules and regulations are common to all:

1. The submission deadline is 23.59 on Friday 14th August 2020. Entries received after the closing date will not be considered. 

2. One submission per designer may be entered into each category

3. Designers can enter multiple award categories. 

4. The submission for each category must be individual to that brief. The same project can not be entered into multiple categories.

5. All entrants must be aware that through their participation, both the organisers(Upper Street Events Ltd) and the award sponsor will have the right 

to utilise photographs of the work within their own promotional publications and digital platforms, approved publications or within magazines and 

newspapers. Occasionally, work may be also seen on television. Where possible, the artist will receive full credit. Entrants shall retain the copyright in 

the work but shall grant to New Designers, and all of the websites, social media sites and other businesses run by Upper Street Events Ltd, a free and 

unlimited license to use, edit and reproduce your picture in our products and marketing. 

12. The work submitted must have been generated by the person entering the project.

13. All entries must be made via the official process outlined on newdesigners.com, alternative forms of entry will not be accepted.

14. The judges’ decision is final.

15. The promotion is subject to the laws of England. 

16. The promotion is open to final year students of qualifying educational institutions participating in the New Designers Awards only. A unique code 

ID (provided to students by their educational institution) must be provided by each entrant or the entrant’s submission will not be considered. 

17. Upper Street Events Ltd will process the personal data of entrants in accordance with the Immediate Media Privacy Policy, which can be access via 

www.immediate.co.uk/privacy. 

http://www.immediate.co.uk/privacy

